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A continuing treatise from Jon R. Calvin...
July 29, 2011

The Crystal Sea/See #15
KABED: The New Door Into
Higher Consciousness
NEWS ALERT!
This is fresh, hidden manna. On this journey we are going where few have gone... onto
“a path which no fowl knoweth, and which the vulture’s eye hath not seen” (Job 28:7).
Our goal in this study is to introduce you to my most exciting, life changing conviction. It
all started when I became convinced that the Elohyim (Sons of God) were included in ‘the
Creation’ of the heavens and the earth and the forming of man; while ‘Our’ Heavenly Creator
Father was perfecting His Plan for the manifesting of His Glory. The revelation that I am so
excited about is that He ‘hid’ His Glory in the “Kabed.” In my research I have concluded that
the word Kabed conceals the mystery of the inner, hidden man of the ‘heart.’ It is a spiritual
part of eveyone’s Liver, activated in Christ’s believers.

Kabed = Glory = Liver = Honor
These words are all interchangeable;
they are all equal to each other.

Before we launch into unexplored territory,
let us lay a few introductory foundations.

a note in a Chalice...
A Chalice is a goblet from which one
drinks to ratify a covenant. As I
attempt to follow the Spirit through
my journey, I may ask occasionally;
“Can you drink to that?”

It is recorded in the Gospels that Jesus said to the lawyers; “If Abraham was your Father, you
would recognize me; for Abraham ‘SAW’ my day and rejoiced to SEE it” (John 8:56 rj).
Since Abraham is identified as the Father of our faith; let us see if we can SEE what Abraham
SAW.
What was it that Abraham SAW, and when did he SEE it? This story began when Abraham
and Isaac were together on Mt. Moriah to offer a sacrifice. Abraham was 137 years of age,
Sarah was 127, and Isaac was 37. Genesis 27:1 reports that Sarah died at the age of 127,
when Isaac was 37. Hebrews 11:19 records that God would raise Abraham’s Seed from the
dead. Connecting the ‘dots’... Abraham expected that Isaac, in his resurrection, would heal
his ailing mother. It is recorded in Genesis 22:8, that God told Abraham that He would provide
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Himself a sacrifice. As the pageant unfolded, Abraham SAW that his resurrected Seed was
generations away, because he was shown The Beginning as the end. That is what Abraham,
our Father, SAW. The Apostle Paul confirmed that Abraham’s Seed is Christ (Galatians 3:16).
The Book of Jasher records that as Abraham and Isaac were approaching the mountain,
Abraham saw a pillar of fire and a cloud, and the glory of the Lord appeared in the cloud. In
the Hebrew language the word Moriah means “To SEE” (Strong’s Concordance #4179 with
referral to #7200). Abraham ‘SAW’ that the ‘Body’ of Christ was his Seed.
The large rock, that made up the top of Moriah, was later owned and used by King Ornan as
a threshing floor. It is recorded in 1 Chronicles 15, that Israel’s King David purchased the
threshing floor from Ornan to be used as an Altar of sacrifice to stop the plague that came,
when David took a census of Israel. The threshing floor rock was later designated by David
as the site where his son Solomon was to build the Temple. When the Temple was completed,
the threshing floor ‘rock’ became the floor of The Most Holy Place. The large rock at the top
of Moriah is today the floor of the Islamic ‘Dome of the Rock’ Mosque. I’m suggesting that
all this is involved today in what our Father Abraham SAW...
a note in a Chalice continued...
Abraham saw behind him, as in the past, a “ram caught in the thicket” on Mt. Moriah. The
ram, caught in the thorn thicket, was the mature Amnos that was slain before the foundation
of the Earth. In the continuing story, in this physical dimension of time, the continuing
pageant was replayed in earthly Jerusalem to fulfill what Abraham SAW. Christ suggested;
“Abraham’s sons will ‘SEE’ what Abraham ‘SAW’” (John 8, rj). Abraham, The Father of
our Faith, saw God’s Ram caught in the thicket, with the thicket thorns still on his head.
Do you SEE? Rejoice!
An important Scripture for insight into our Thesis is gleaned from Second Peter, chapter 1:
verse 1. “Simon Peter, a servant and an Apostle of Jesus Christ, to Them who have obtained
like precious faith with us through the righteousness of God and our Saviour Jesus Christ:
verse 2. “Grace and peace be multiplied unto you through the Knowledge of God, and of
Jesus our Lord,
verse 3. “According as His divine power hath given unto us all things that [pertain] unto life
and Godliness through the Knowledge of Him that hath called us to Glory and virtue:
verse 4. “Whereby are given unto us exceeding great and precious promises: that by these
ye might BE partakers of the Divine Nature, having escaped the corruption that is in the
world through lust.” (There will be more about Kabed and Glory as we go forward.)
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Kabed is a hidden Secret, that has been hidden for ages and generations. I predict that the
Hebrew word ‘KABED’ will become a PORTAL of Knowledge within you, which will elevate
your understanding and become your unending and increasing Covenant Kingdom. A Portal
is an open door connecting Heaven and Earth: “Of the increase of [His] government and
peace [there shall be] no end” (Isaiah 9:7, and also Daniel 4:34, 7:14). You should read these
Scriptures for yourself. They may become a part of your own Script.
You will notice that everytime the word Kabed is translated Liver in our scriptures, it is
associated in the Tabernacle Peace Offering Sacrifice, where the physical Liver of the
sacrificial animal was changed from flesh into spirit on the Alter-er.
The word KABED can be reduced to the consonants: Kaf, Beth, Dalet or K-B-D. (KaBeD) is
the English form of the Hebrew consonants translated in our Bible as: ‘Glory, Honor, Weight,
and Liver.’ These are given in our Strong’s Concordance under the #3513 through #3519. All
these forms are the exact same consonants (K-B-D), and are interchangeable.
I want to explore this word with you, because I believe ‘The Spirit of God’ has shown me that
the Knowledge and understanding of this Word will initiate and activate a most important
‘prepared chip.’ This chip is in the brain of your head, and it will be a ‘Portal’ for creating in
you an insatiable appetite for the Knowledge of the Truth; the knowledge of your pure, righteous
and mature Son relationship.
a KABED note in a bottle…
There is an ascending and expanding Portal within our consciousness, opened when the
Spiritual Rhema is activated in you, when you believe. The Spiritual Rhema is normally
heard by waiting, listening and expecting His still, small unction... a whisper. But, when
we have learned to recognize His voice, He may speak at unexpected times.

a note in a bottle…
Rhema is defined as “the still small personalized voice within you, that
only you can hear. It is your ‘individualized’ source of faith. His Rhema
voice is always witnessed a second time by the historic written Scriptures.”
The written WORD is your ‘Second witness,’ and then you can say;
“This is my Word that my Script might be fulfilled.”
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KABED continues...

Please allow me to review with you the research time and contemplation in my journey to
‘believe in a portal’ as our ability to ‘SEE’ something higher or outside the natural – as in the
‘Transfiguration’ Portal when which Christ carried Peter, James and John for their own
experience. Their encounter began when they entered into a ‘Cloud Portal,’ where they were
able to ‘SEE’ Moses and Elijah in another dimension. At their Passover ‘grade level’ in their
spiritual Journey, they could only experience their ‘vision’ while in a dream or in a ‘trance
state.’ Their Portal for going higher (Pentecost) had not yet been opened to them. I have
concluded from my singular ‘knot hole theology,’ that there is (in our spiritual destination) a
genuine spiritual awareness called a ‘Portal,’ which is also translated as a ‘door’ and known by
some as a ‘star gate.’ Seeing outside the natural eye and our natural brain’s ability is important,
and maybe necessary, for ‘ascension.’
Our earlier Crystal Sea studies concerning The Transfiguration introduced us to Enoch, the
Architect of the ‘Rain Cloud.’ The Rain Cloud was a moving ‘Portal’ through which Our
Father’s Kingdom could intervene in Israel’s history, as they journeyed toward their ‘developing
understanding’ of Faith in the Invisible God. Enoch continues in our scriptures today as the
director of the ‘Cloud of Witnesses,’ spoken of in the book of Hebrews.
We have arrived at this point by seeing Enoch as representing Grace. Paul tells us that we
are saved by Grace. What Enoch represents in God’s Grace Plan is an act of God’s Grace;
“Therefore [it is] of faith, that [it might be] by grace...” (Romans 4:16). The word “Enoch”
and the word “Grace” are the same Hebrew consonants.
Enoch’s biography is detailed in the Book of Jasher as ‘the Righteous and much sought
after, intellectual Genius.’ He was the seventh generation from Adam and is depicted as a
King on Earth. He was called upon by the LORD God “to come up” by spiritual translation,
along with his support team, to establish at the top of earth’s atmosphere (at 22,000 feet)
an ‘ionic’ band, where clouds and rain drops are still formed today. Enoch’s rain created a
brand new atmospheric condition on Earth: Nimbus rain clouds and rain.
The Lord (YHVH) instituted ‘the Cloud’ as a Spiritual ‘Portal Transport’ for moving the
Government of the Kingdom of Heaven from place to place on Earth, signifying the reality
that it is possible to be in this world, but not of it. When Enoch ionized the moisture in our
atmosphere to produce rain, he also narrowed man’s eyesight to the frequencies of the colors
of the rainbow. We call those frequencies light, but there is much more to ‘BE SEEN’ that we
have not yet seen.
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The ‘Invisible Enoch Cloud’ is invisible to the carnal sensual brain’s eyesight. We have
learned that there is much more ‘goings on’ beyond the light frequencies. Enoch’s Cloud
of Witnesses are still with us. His Cloud was portrayed in ancient art as a ‘halo.’ Strong’s
Concordance identifies the ‘Israel Cloud’ as a Nimbus Cloud. I have reason to believe that
the ‘Cloud or Halo’ in ancient art must have been the artists’ attempt to signify the spiritual
guidance and protection of an individual or group. Knowing is a prerequisite of faith.
a note found in the sea of glass...
Jesus, as our prototype model, shows us that it is possible for all mankind, who are aware of
being ‘born of the Spirit,’ that we were born of the Spirit before we were born of woman. He
assured us that while we are in this world, we are given (by the Court in Heaven) the ‘legal’
precedence to our first citizenship, which is spiritual. We are connected through our open
Portal to the government of God’s Kingdom, just as Christ was.
important Chalice note...
When Jesus was baptized in the waters of Jordan, it was registered in Heaven that He died
and He was buried to the genetic bondage of being born of woman. He was raised out of the
Jordan, set free from the influence of flesh bondage into his pure true identity, as Spirit. His
Baptism, in the waters of Jordan, was for an example to us; that ‘in Christ’ we are set free
from human genetics. You can drink to that!
We begin to ‘SEE’ the significance of these words later in the Archives of Covenant ‘Righteous’
Abraham, after his name had been changed, signifying that he had been given his true spiritual
identity (Genesis 17:5). Abraham along with Jacob/Israel, who becomes our second witness
(Genesis 33:28), were both given their ‘spirit’ identity. We also, ourselves, in Christ, have been
given our Christ Spirit identity (2 Corinthians 5:17-19).
Our Father Abraham; while his name was still Abram, left Nimrod’s Babylon Empire,
having been delivered from Nimrod’s fiery furnace, which was called Ur of the Chaldee.
This historical reference (Chapter XIII, verses 1-3) originates in the Book of Jasher, which
is referenced in Joshua 10:13. This is important in that it gives us a different insight into
Genesis 15:7; “I am the Lord that brought thee out of Ur of the Chaldee.” This heated
event dramatically changes our understanding of the role that the Lord played in making
Abraham the Father of our Faith. His deliverance emphasizes and illustrates that Ur of the
Chaldee was not a geographical location, but actually reveals that we should expect God’s
intervention when we find ourselves confronted with fiery trials that challenge our faith.
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When Abram left Nimrod’s Babylonian government, he settled down and ‘dug’ wells in a place
called Beer-Sheba. The Hebrew word ‘beer’ is #875 in Strong’s and means a ‘Well of Oath,’ or
to dig an Oath Well, The word ‘Sheba’ is #7650 and #7651in Strong’s and means ‘the cardinal
number seven.’ And for clarity I repeat that the number ‘7’ signifies that God completed His
Plan for the Heavens and the Earth in seven days.
Sheba means ‘to seven’ or ‘to complete yourself’; i.e. ‘to be complete’ (as in Genesis 1, where
on the Seventh Day He rested, after He had completed His work). I trust you can see that
accepting an Oath of Completeness is a personal acceptance.
We know from later Scriptures that when the Lord made Covenant with Abram, Our Heavenly
Father sealed His Covenant with an OATH;... Well?... When the Lord swears by Himself, it
signifies that there is nothing higher to swear by. The scriptures reveal to us that Abraham
ratified his acceptance of God’s Covenant Oath by digging seven wells. This may seem
strange until we connect the dots. Abraham dug his wells until he “struck water,” signifying
finding ‘Truth.’
Since the New Testament identifies ‘Believers’ as the Christ ‘Seed’ of Abraham, we need to ask
the Spirit how the spiritual activities in the life of Abraham apply to us personally. Our Heavenly
Father decrees the End of His Plan as the Beginning. Abraham was shown on Mt. Moriah, that
the Ram caught in the thicket was Christ, and he rejoiced to see it. He also saw, with his Father’s
eyes, the corporate Christ. And he rejoiced to see us, ‘sevened’ or complete, ‘in Christ.’ Seven is
a Covenant symbol. Nothing has changed. How do you ‘seven’ yourself? By seeing yourself as
Abraham’s Seed, ‘complete,’ and ‘pure,’ and ‘rightly related’ to our Creator.
a note in a bottle…
We conclude that Abraham was a master Astronomer, who had been taught for
50 years at the feet of Noah and Shem. After Sarah’s death, Isaac went to Shem’s
house to be taught in the ways of the Lord. He lived with Shem for three years
before his marriage to Rebecca. (from The Book of Jasher)
What does it mean ‘personally’ to dig a well? Could it mean ‘to get to the bottom of something?’; or in our case, ‘to dig until you strike living water’? In our scriptures, the water of
the Word is symbolic of “understanding.” Abraham, the Father of our Faith, found the ‘living
water.’ He ‘saw’ the ‘continuing’ Day of Christ and rejoiced to see it. He also created for us,
a ‘Portal’ to go higher.
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Before the foundation of our Earth we were, in our Spirit state, ‘in Christ.’ We, you and I, were
complete; we were ‘sevened.’ By faith we are, as Christ Jesus was, a portable ‘Portal’– living
under an ‘open Heaven.’ The visible Cloud that led and followed Israel in all their wilderness
journey is still in operation today as an invisible ‘Cloud’ of Witnesses; but just as real. It is
beyond our rainbow sight; we accept it by faith.
All this background is intended to emphasise from the Scriptures that God’s Plan has been
unchanging and was complete from The Beginning. Hopefully our effort prepares us to
‘leap’ into my exciting discovery of the KABED Liver, which I see as ‘Our Portal into
Higher wareness.’
I was first introduced to the word Kabed about five years ago, while Polly and I were experiencing a ‘liver flush.’ My natural spiritual interest led me to find the word for Liver in the
Hebrew Scriptures. I found that the word for Liver in Hebrew is ‘Kabed,’ and that this exact
same word was also translated ‘Glory, and Honor,’ which we have individually correctly
associated with God’s active Presence in our life.
Later I introduced the Hebrew word Kabed to a New
Beginnings Bible Conference in Virginia, where I
had been invited to speak. In my ‘talk’ I focused
on the benefits of cleansing our Liver, and the role
Christ’s Cleansing Glory (His Kabed) plays within
our physical, Spirit Covenant body. At that time I
did not see the deeper significance of the Kabed and
its associations in our ascending spiritual journey.
As Job 42:5 accounts: “I have heard of You by the
hearing of the ear: but now mine eye seeth You.”

a note in a bottle…
It is important to remind ourselves
of the Spiritual importance of our
visible physical body; so that
Christ can be visible. Without ‘us’
He remains an invisible Spirit.
Christ ‘in you’ is His Hope
of being seen.

In 2006, when I first heard the word “Kabed,” I was not yet positioned in spiritual maturity
to SEE the Spiritual implications of the word. Having been later challenged by the many
viewpoints experienced in the Crystal Sea with sincere brethren, I had become more spiritually
sensitive to the ‘hidden truth’ of the Kabed, and now I can SEE how God has divinely
appointed the operation of His Kingdom within our physical bodies, with the Kabed as our
Administrative Center, or our Heart of our Operation. As a matter of fact, I SEE the ‘Kabed’
Liver as a more complex and sophisticated ‘brain’ than the one in our head. The Kabed, or
the Liver, is endowed with singularity of Spiritual Purposes. Selah and Selah; Think (or
even better, Let) this mind BE in you.
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a note in a bottle…
For this message to be as pertinent as I want it to be, requires me to review with you the
Apostle Paul’s experience with the Roman Court. To make his long story short, I refer you to
Acts 26:14. Paul was presenting his case in the Roman Court before the Judge King Agrippa.
Paul said; “I heard a voice speaking unto me, and saying in the Hebrew tongue....”
My interest in the word Kabed was then accentuated by an unexpected testimony from my
friend Ralph Walden, a builder and pastor in the Columbia, S.C. area, and friend of our
children, Wanda and Ken. Ralph related to them his experience that happened while he was
making a trip to Costa Rica with a Minister friend, Peter van Neikerk, from South Africa.
Peter has been ‘teaching’ annually for Ralph’s Congregation in Columbia. Peter and Ralph are
interested in the work of the family of Bible ‘Translators,’ who have been working with an
isolated ‘Indian Tribe’ in Costa Rica, endeavoring to translate their language into a written form.
Ralph and Peter went to the high mountains of Costa Rica to fellowship and encourage the
Translators, who have lived for years with this isolated tribe. Near the end of their visit,
Peter was presenting a Christ-oriented Salvation message, through the Translator, to the Tribal
people. At one point in his message, Peter encouraged the people to receive Christ into their
heart. But, the Translator was unable to find a Tribal word for ‘heart.’ He stopped Peter’s message
to take time with the Tribal Leaders to find a word that would convey the meaning of the English
word ‘heart’ into an understandable word in their language.
After a few minutes the Leaders of the village started to smile, and the Translator told Peter;
“They only know the ‘heart’ of their life as ‘the Liver.’” The people all joyously wanted to
receive the ‘Christ of Everlasting life’ into their Liver. Wow; how significant! Could it be possible
that they might have a more accurate and applicable insight? Since we, for years, have been
struggling with ‘translations’ for an accurate original intent; are we open to another possibility?
When I heard the story, my excitement for the Kabed returned with bells and whistles! In light
of what the Spirit had been teaching me about the Liver’s functions in our physical body, my
Faith has grown by leaps and bounds – or could I say, without boundaries!
Our dear friend Irene Keswick introduced me to the writings of Dr. Kenneth Stuart Wheelwright, who received his PHD at Utah State University. One of his books on Liver Research
is entitled ‘The Liver Triad Mastery.’ His life long research opened a ‘door’ into the quantum
spiritual world of the Most High God’s amazingly complex Laboratory we have known as the
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Liver. It is better understood as ‘The Lifer’ or ‘Life Giver.’ The Liver is the most complex
Administrator of life in our bodies. Amazingly, it is connected to every cell in our body,
dispensing through ‘hair-like tube-lets’ the fire of gall that turns each cell into a ‘furnace’ to
change glucose into energy and heat. Plus it dispatches the necessary bile, which causes the
digestion of food; and manages the unnumbered hormonal functions, which includes the
administration of individual nerval frequencies. Once recognized, we will agree that the
Liver rules a Kingdom of Quanta life.
I learned that Dr. Wheelwright became interested in the Liver as a child, and as a teenager built
his own research laboratory in his family’s basement. He continued his Liver interest throughout his college education at the University of Utah. After completing school, he moved to the
Philippine Islands for freedom to ‘practice’ the use of his many organic formulations for the
maintenance of the Liver.
His research and writings are being presented by Jack Tips through books, CD’s and seminar
forums. I feel honored and privileged to have ‘found’ Dr. Wheelwright’s research. In this
spiritual journey, I am building upon the Science that came out of his years of labor. I’m sure it was
the Spirit of God, Who guided him in his research, and I would like to report some spiritually
significant things that jumped out at me concerning his works on The Trinity of Health.
Dr. Wheelright found that the Liver, using different combinations of all the elements in the
“Periodic Table,” creates over 3,000 different chemical formulations, which are administered in
our bodies. He discovered that the combinations of the different elements on the Periodic Table
can be developed into more than 5,000 different enzymes. He discovered that by mixing these
combinations, the Liver can individualize synergistic frequency ‘warps’ enough, to make each
person a unique expression of God’s Life.
This is a summarized and yet to be appreciated ‘job description’ of the amazing Spiritual-human,
God-controlled Kabed Liver. Dr. Wheelright reports that we live healthy human life using
only 25% of the Liver’s capacity. This suggests to me that God designed a Governing Role
for the Liver, to ‘Increase’ His Kingdom, according to the Knowledge of our Christ aligned
assignment, which was spoken about by the Apostle Peter in our previously posted Scriptures.
The liver uses and administers to each cell, all the amazing formulations to ‘humanize,
individualize and personalize each facet of ‘vital’ life energy to form an exact ‘fit’ for each
unique ‘IMAGE-ING’ individual. Beyond our brain’s comprehensive ability, the amazing
3-1/2 to 4 pound ‘Liver Laboratory’ is the heart, or center, of all body functions. It individualizes
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growth, repair and even regeneration. Did you hear that? Regeneration! Doesn’t that sound
like a functional quality of Christ’s Presence? Hearing that bit of information has a ‘Rhema’
quality sound and can produce an Amazing Faith dynamic in the ‘heart’ of every hearer. God
has equipped every person with a individualized resource for regeneration, which is limited
only by our ability to ‘seven’ ourself, or accept ourselves in Christ as perfect.
a note in a jar...
Everyone has two minds: a natural mind in the brain, that is in the head and a spiritual
mind in the Liver. The mind in the brain develops through education. The spiritual mind
is pre-programmed and completed by God for living the Christ Purposes. It develops and
expands ‘by letting.’ “Let This Mind (which is dedicated to God’s Will, in the Liver) be in
you, which was also in Christ Jesus.”
The following is a documented true life story, heard on television by millions of people, which
highlights our view. Catherine Herridge is a regular, credible and celebrated legal analyst on
Fox News. Five years ago, it was announced that Catherine had given birth to a baby boy.
It was discovered, prior to the baby’s birth, that her baby did not have a Liver. The baby boy, of
course, could not survive without this ‘life giving organ.’ Considering her options, Catherine
opted for surgery to give a ‘piece’ of her Liver to her baby. Surgical arrangements were made
to remove a ‘piece’ of the mother’s Liver at the time of baby’s birth; and to be placed in the
chest of the baby, with the proper blood connections.
The surgery was successfully completed and a small part of Catherine’s Liver was placed in
her baby’s chest and properly connected to its blood supply. Today, about five years later, the
boy is maturing beautifully with a fully-developed, healthy and operational Liver. He has his
own life-generating Liver, which was developed from a small piece of his mother’s Liver. That
is generative power, found only in the organ called The Liver; the Life Giver Liver. Christ’s
Presence in us is the way we SEE His Truth and experience His Liver.
Catherine’s testimony and Dr. Wheelwright’s research are grounds for me to preach this message,
that the ‘Liver’ is the operational center called the hidden man of the heart, spoken of by
the Apostle in 1 Peter 3:4. “But [let it be] the hidden man of the heart….” Also consider
Romans 2:29; “But he [is] a Jew, which is one inwardly; and circumcision [is that] of the
heart….” Also Romans 7:22; “For I delight in the law of God after the inward man.” If
you are tracking me; the Spirit is saying that the inward ‘man’ and the ‘hidden man of the
heart’ give us a glimpse into the phenomenal spiritual work of the Liver. This information has
seemingly been hidden until now and is being made available to ‘our’ Huios generation.
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When our Creator gave Man the ability to be His Image, He did so by concealing His Own
Dynamic Presence within the memory in the Kabed Liver. Mortal human life is experienced
through the amazing work of 25% of the amazing human Liver. The liver is the only organ
in our body that is directly involved in every human life function. This alone is wonderful;
however, my assignment is to call to your attention to the spiritual aspect of the Kabed
Liver. The supernatural spiritual life of the Spirit of Christ can be fully experienced through
the Knowledge of the spiritual function of the Kabed Liver. Jesus taught us, that it is “the
Father [Himself] in me Who does the work.”
Our Father gave all of us His Presence and the power to image Him through an act of Grace.
When He gave us the assignment to be His Image, He knew that we could not fulfill his
assignment. He has allowed human ego driven religion to believe that we can, but He has
known from The Beginning that He alone could image Himself. He created the greatest of
all mysteries when He hid His Presence within the Liver. He gave natural man the privileged
benefit of enjoying His Life using just 25% of the Liver’s function. He reserved the major
75% of His Presence for those anointed believers who would offer their ego life as a sacrifice.
Let us go on to God’s perfection (Hebrews 6:1).
a note in a bottle…
Dr. Wheelwright’s research has shown that 75% of the ‘Kabed’ Liver’s
effective potential for ‘the higher spirit life’ is controlled by our attitude.
Let this ‘attitude’ be in you that was in Christ Jesus, who being the
Spiritual ‘form of God, thought it ‘natural to be One with God’ (rj).

Note: This is not new. When I shared this insight concerning the Liver with Bonnie Gaunt,
who has written numerous books on the Gematria Codes in our Bible, she said; “Rudy,
Many years ago someone told me that the heart of man was in the liver.” This revelation is
not new. Her newest book is “Apocalypse... and the Magnificent Sevens.” You can order
it from ‘Adventures Unlimited Press,’ or Amazon.com.
The revealed information you are reading in this document may very well be the information
that is preparing us to ascend out of mortal thinking, through our ‘Liver Portal’ into the
Quantum Dimension of Life, and to SEE our End, as it was in The Beginning – “sevened,”
wholly complete and pure. May Job’s testimony be ours; “Now I SEE.”
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The Kingdom of Heaven is within our human body. Its Capitol is ‘in’ the Father’s Liver.
The Liver’s expanding Grace Mind is superior to the brain in our head, and is relevant
based on our knowledge of Christ. I encourage you to ‘sit around’ our interactive table,
write down your views, and send them to me.
Lovingly submitted to the Counsel by Rudy, Polly and Dianne.
P.S. According to Joshua, “The Book of Jasher” was an older, detailed and credible history
book. Jasher reports that when Abram left Ur of the Chaldee, he actually, left Babylon,
after he was delivered from Nimrod’s fiery furnace. Question: Could this account in “The
Book of Jasher” have been the foundation for the faith of Daniel, Meshach and Abednego;
when Nebuchadnezzar (a descendant of Nimrod) built his fiery furnace?

We salute and say farewell to our friend Benny Skinner:
You were a worthy Apostle and encouraging Guidance Consultant. You kept the faith;
you served your calling well. There is greater work on the other side as part of the Cloud.
We expect to see and recognize your influence.”

Jon R. Calvin (Rudy Jones’ pen name)
P. O. Box 627, Fountain Inn, SC 29644 USA
Phone (864) 862-3360
Click here on this link http://www.wequanta.com
to visit our website!

a note in a bottle...

A friend told me that in
China, a greeting between
friends is: “Good Morning,
How is your liver?”

